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QUESTION 1

As a part of migration exercise for an existing on premises application to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

(OCT), yon ore required to transfer a 7 TB file to OCI Object Storage. You have decided to upload 

functionality of Object Storage. 

Which two statements are true? 

A. Active multipart upload can be checked by listing all parts that have been uploaded, however It Is not possible to list
information for individual object part in an active multipart upload 

B. It is possible to spill this fileInto multiple parts using the APIs provided by Object Storage. 

C. It is possible to split this file into multiple parts using rclone tool provided by Object Storage. 

D. After initiating a multipart upload by making a CreateMultlPartUpload RESI API Call, the upload remains active until
you explicitly commit it or abort. 

E. Contiguous numbers need to be assigned for each part so that Object Storage constructs the object by ordering, part
numbers in ascending order 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

You can check on an active multipart upload by listing all parts that have been uploaded. (You cannot list information for
an individual object part in an active multipart upload.) After you finish creating object parts, initiate a multipart upload by
making a CreateMultipartUpload REST API call. Provide the object name and any object metadata. Object Storage
responds with a unique upload ID that you must include in any requests related to this multipart upload. Object Storage
also marks the upload as active. The upload remains active until you explicitly commit it or abort it. 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is in a process of shifting their web based Sales application from their own data center located in US West
to OCI India West (Mumbai) region. They want to do it in a controlled manner and initially only 1% of the traffic will be
steered to the servers in OCI. After verification of everything is working as expected, the company is gradually planning
to increase the ratio until they are comfortable with fully migrating all traffic to OCI. Which of the following solution can
be used in this situation? 

A. OCI DNS and Traffic Management with Geolocation Steering policy 

B. OCI DNS and Traffic Management with Failover Steering policy 

C. OCI DNS and Traffic Management with Load Balancer Steering policy 

D. OCI DNS and OCI Load Balancer Service 

Correct Answer: C 
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STEERING POLICIES is A framework to define the traffic management behavior for your zones. Steering 

policies contain rules that help to intelligently serve DNS answers. 

FAILOVER 

Failover policies allow you to prioritize the order in which you want answers served in a policy (for 

example, Primary and Secondary). Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Health Checks are leveraged to determine 

the health of answers in the policy. If the Primary Answer is determined to be unhealthy, DNS traffic will 

automatically 

be steered to the Secondary Answer. 

LOAD_BALANCE 

Load Balancer policies allow distribution of traffic across multiple endpoints. Endpoints can be assigned 

equal weights to distribute traffic evenly across the endpoints or custom weights may be assigned for ratio 

load balancing. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Health Checks are leveraged to determine the health of the 

endpoint. DNS traffic will be automatically distributed to the other endpoints, if an endpoint is determined to 

be unhealthy. 

ROUTE_BY_GEO 

Geolocation-based steering policies distribute DNS traffic to different endpoints based on the location of 

the end user. Customers can define geographic regions composed of originating continent, countries or 

states/provinces (North America) and define a separate endpoint or set of endpoints for each region. 

ROUTE_BY_ASN 

ASN-based steering policies enable you to steer DNS traffic based on Autonomous System Numbers 

(ASN). 

DNS queries originating from a specific ASN or set of ASNs can be steered to a specified endpoint. 

ROUTE_BY_IP 

IP Prefix-based steering policies enable customers to steer DNS traffic based on the IP Prefix of the 

originating query. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are the Solution Architect that designed this Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compartment layout for your
organization: 
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The development team has deployed quite a few instances under \\'Compute\\' Compartment and the operations team
needs to list the Instances under the same compartment for their testing. Both teams, development and operations are
part of a group called \\'Eng-group\\' You have been looking for an option to allow the operations team to list the
instances without access any confidential information or metadata of resources. Which IAM policy should you write
based on these requirements? 

A. Allow group Eng-group to inspect instance-family in compartment Dev-Team:Compute and attach the policy to
`Engineering\\' Compartment 

B. Allow group Eng-group to inspect instance-family in compartment Dev-Team: Compute and attach the policy to
\\'SysTest Team\\' Compartment 

C. Allow group Eng-group to read instance-family in compartment Compute and attach the policy to \\'Engineering\\'
Compartment. 

D. Allow group Eng-group to read instance-family in compartment Dev-Team-.Compute and attach the policy to\\'Dev-
Team\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

Policy Attachment When you create a policy you must attach it to a compartment (or the tenancy, which is the root
compartment). Where you attach it controls who can then modify it or delete it. If you attach it to the tenancy (in other
words, if the policy is in the root compartment), then anyone with access to manage policies in the tenancy can then
change or delete it. Typically that\\'s the Administrators group or any similar group you create and give broad access to.
Anyone with access only to a child compartment cannot modify or delete that policy. When you attach a policy to a
compartment, you must be in that compartment and you must indicate directly in the statement which compartment it
applies to. If you are not in the compartment, you\\'ll get an error if you try to attach the policy to a different
compartment. Notice that attachment occurs during policy creation, which means a policy can be attached to only one
compartment. Policies and Compartment Hierarchies a policy statement must specify the compartment for which access
is being granted (or the tenancy). Where you create the policy determines who can update the policy. If you attach the
policy to the compartment or its parent, you can simply specify the compartment name. If you attach the policy further
up the hierarchy, you must specify the path. The format of the path is each compartment 

 

QUESTION 4

A digital marketing company is planning to host a website on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and leverage OCI
Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE). The web server will make API calls to access OCI Object Storage to store all
images uploaded by users. For security purposes, your manager instructed you to ensure that the credentials used by
the web server to allow access not stored locally on the compute instance. What solution results in an Implementation
with the least effort for this scenario? 
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A. Configure the credentials using Instance Principal to allow the web server to make API calls to OCl Object Storage 

B. Configure the credentials using OCI Registry (OC1R) which will automatically connect with OKE allowing the web
server to make API calls to OCI Object Storage. 

C. Configure the credentials to use Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) which will automatically allow the web server to
make API calls to OCl Object Storage. 

D. Configure the credentials using OCI Key Management to allow an instance to make API calls and grant access to
OCl Object Storage. 

Correct Answer: C 

INSTANCE PRINCIPALS The IAM service feature that enables instances to be authorized actors (or principals) to
perform actions on service resources. Each compute instance has its own identity, and it authenticates using the
certificates that are added to it. These certificates are automatically created, assigned to instances and rotated,
preventing the need for you to distribute credentials to your hosts and rotate them. Dynamic groups A special type of
group that contains resources (such as compute instances) that match rules that you define (thus the membership can
change dynamically as matching resources are created or deleted). These instances act as "principal" actors and can
make API calls to services according to policies that you write for the dynamic group. The following steps summarize the
process flow for setting up and using instances as principals. The subsequent sections provide more details. 1 Create a
dynamic group. In the dynamic group definition, you provide the matching rules to specify which instances you want to
allow to make API calls against services. 2 Create a policy granting permissions to the dynamic group to access
services in your tenancy (or compartment). 3 A developer in your organization configures the application built using the
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure SDK to authenticate using the instance principals provider. The developer deploys the
application and the SDK to all the instances that belong to the dynamic group. 4 The deployed SDK makes calls to
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure APIs as allowed by the policy (without needing to configure API credentials). 5 For each API
call made by an instance, the Audit service logs the event, recording the OCID of the instance as the value of principalId
in the event log. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer has gone through a recent departmental re structure. As part of this change, they are 

organizing their Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compartment structure to align with the company\\'s new 

organizational structure. 

They have made the following change: 

Compartment x Is moved, and its parent compartment is now compartment c. 
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Policy defined in compartment A: Allow group networkadmins to manage subnets in compartment X Policy defined in
root compartment: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment Finance:A:X After the compartment move,
which action will provide users of group networkadmins and admins with similar privileges as before the move? 

A. Define a policy in Compartment C as follows: Allow group network admins to manage subnets in compartment X. 

B. No change in any policy statement is required as compartments move automatically moves alt the policy statements
associated with compartments as well. 

C. Define a policy in compartment C as follows: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment HR:C:X 

D. Define a policy in compartment HR as follows: Allow group network admins to manage subnets in compartment X. 

E. Define a policy in compartment C as follows Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment HR:C:X 

Correct Answer: A 

You can move a compartment to a different parent compartment within the same tenancy. When you move a
compartment, all its contents (subcom partments and resources) are moved with it. After you move a compartment to a
new parent compartment, the access policies of the new parent take effect and the policies of the previous parent no
longer apply. Before you move a compartment, ensure that: 

-

 You are aware of the policies that govern access to the compartment in its current position. 

-

 You are aware of the polices in the new parent compartment that will take effect when you move the compartment. 1-
Policy that defined in root compartment: Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment Finance:A:X 

you move compartment X from Finance:A to HR:C. The policy that governs compartment X is attached to the shared
parent, root compartment. When the compartment X is moved, the policy statement is automatically updated by the IAM
service to specify the new compartment location. The policy Allow group admins to read subnets in compartment
Finance:A:X 
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